Suppose the stars of known motion transferred to a fixed point 0, and allowed to move with their present velocities for a definite length of time. They will have expanded into a cluster, the 'velocity- figure. ' According to the older idea that the stars were moving 'at random,' this cluster should be spherical. Since J. C. Kapteyn showed' the figure to be elongated, several methods of finding the amount and direction of elongation have been proposed and used. Some of these make use only of the directions of observed proper-motions, leaving the amounts of those motions wholly out of account, thus avoiding the difficulties caused by our ignorance of the distances of most stars; and are based on some hypothesis as to the actual shape of the velocityfigure. The most notable of these are A. S. Eddington's2 and K. Schwarzschild's.3 The method here used makes no assumption as to the form of the velocity-figure, and is essentialy a process of finding its principal momental axes. It thus belongs to the same genus as those used by
Newcomb, in his paper 'on the Principal Planes toward which the Stars Tend to Crowd,' applies to another problem an essentially similar process, and gives a detailed solution by Lagrange's method for a maximum or minimum of (A), from which the procedure of this investigation is adapted. Fm+ (C-X)n = 0 The coordinates x', y', z' are referred to the unknown center of gravity of the velocity-figure. We can observe only the velocities x, y, 2, relative to the moving sun. But we readily find that
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The vertex of preferential motion is near the antapex of solar motion. This may in part be a manifestation of the tendency, noted above, for the earlier types to have more southerly vertices. In part it is due to the fact that the stars' 'spread' in distance tends to produce a false elongation of the velocity-figure in the direction apex-antapex. This tendency is stronger the greater the spread, the smaller the velocityfigure relative to solar motion, and the more nearly spherical the figure. The last two causes, and possibly the first, operate strongly in the B stars. There is no appearance of such an effect in the other groups.
5. The separation of groups "S" and "L" was made some years ago, for a different purpose, and according to a method which made allowance for solar motion relative to group S, but not enough for L, and made none for preferential motion. Consequently, while S'no doubt represents fairly well the smaller motions, L does not truly represent the large ones. In group "All," while the large motion characters are diluted by large numbers of small motion stars, the former have individually much more weight than the latter; this therefore is probably more representative that L of the large proper-motion stars. A redivision into small and large proper-motions, on principles better adapted to the purpose of this investigation, is in progress.
